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3.1.1  The  institution  Research  facilities  are  frequently  updated  and  there  is  well  defined  policy  for
promotion of research which is uploaded on the institutional website and implemented

Higher Education Institutions are not only centres of learning, but also enterprises which create, archives and
disseminate  knowledge.  MSSW  considers  research  as  a  central  thought  to  its  existence.  This  is  clearly
outlined  in  its  vision  –  “To  be  a  global  leader  in  education,  research  and  intervention  in  social  work  and
allied  disciplines  towards  transforming  the  human  potential  into  socially  sensitive  change  agents  for
sustainable  development.”  To  achieve  this  vision,  MSSW  encourages  its  faculty  and  students  to  address
societal needs through extension and research publications. 

 MSSW has a clearly drafted research policy focusing on social science research focusing on social
work,  Human  resource  Management,  Organization  Development,  Development  Management  and
Psychology. Research policy gives opportunities for faculty members to take up seed money with the
support  of  management  to  carry  out  field-based  action  research  in  the  areas  of  social  sciences.
These  micro  level  studies  are  focusing  more  on  identifying  local  based  issues  such  as  slum
relocation,  psychosocial  care  for  the  women  and  children,  health  challenges,  community-based
entrepreneurship etc. 

 Faculty  members  are  encouraged to attend Faculty Development Programme (  FDP)  with focus
on research methodology.  The major idea here is  to expose faculty to newer methods in research,
understanding how to bring about quality publication and ways to write articles. Various programmes
in this regard have been organized by research coordinator of the college.

 For  instance,  FDP  on  Research  funding  and  proposal  writing  was  organized  and  Dr.  K.
Pandian, Controller of Examinations, University of Madras, Chennai was the resource person.
Faculty were guided about various research funding provisions available and the relevance of
writing and submitting a quality proposal to fetch the grant.

 Dr. R. Samyukth, Librarian, Pondicherry University, Puducherry highlighted the relevance of
E-Resources for Social Sciences Research and explained to the ways and means of utilizing
these e-resources.

 Dr.  Madhu  S.  Nair,  Associate  Professor,  CUSAT  handled  a  session  on  Writing  and
Publishing papers in reputed journals indexed in Web of Science and SCOPUS. 

 5-day  Faculty  Development  Programme  on  Data  Visualization  and  Presentation  was
handled by Mr. Prabhu Ponnusamy, CEO and Mr. Ajit  Kumar Jaiswal,  Lotalytics Research
and Analytics Solutions, Mumbai

 FDP  on  English  Language  skills  for  Publication  highlighted  the  need  and  importance  of
vocabulary, avoiding plagiarism while writing research papers, note taking, pre-requisites of
research paper writing like paraphrasing and citing 

 To improve the quality of its research, the college extends resources for use by faculty and students.
For instance, psychology lab facilities are established in the college where psychological assessment
are carried out. 

 To  ensure  the  broad  diversity  of  research,  the  college  focuses  on  research  in  the  areas  of  Social
Entrepreneurship research and Social Innovation.

 MSSW  publishes  a  half-yearly  peer-reviewed  journal  named  Journal  of  the  Madras  School  of
Social  Work  (JMSSW)  since  2006.  JMSSW  covers  research  and  advanced  conceptual  papers  in
social  sciences.  It  follows  double-blind  peer-review  method  to  accept  the  manuscripts.  Senior
faculty  members  and  practitioners  in  the  field  of  social  sciences  serve  on  Editorial  and  Reviewer
Board.
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